Identify Your Natural Gifts

	
  

	
  

Identifying your Natural Gifts and giving them to meet a meaningful
need you see in the world will give you more joy, meaning and purpose.
* Experience more passion, joy, meaning and purpose.
* Feel more clarity about who you are becoming.
* Know what your purpose is.
* Feel deep fulfillment doing work you love.
* Eliminate choices that aren’t aligned with your Gifts.
* Improve your relationships by appreciating how you need other
peoples Gifts to complement yours.
* Learn the difference between your talents/skills and how they
can support your innate Natural Gifts.
* Save time and energy letting go of what isn’t serving giving your
Gifts.
* Improve your vitality by utilizing the natural energy that comes
from being aligned with your Gifts.
"For weeks I have been asking the questions: Who am I? What are my unique gifts? How
can I serve best? Whenever it came to naming my unique gifts I was stumped – so when
Dave offered to help me discover answers using the questionnaire and subsequent follow
up I could hardly believe my good fortune. I am delighted and encouraged about my
discoveries. Thank you so very much for this wonderful process!! I would not hesitate to
recommend working with Dave Wali Waugh and trust his compassionate and skilled
support. With gratitude," E.M. Massage Therapist

How will I identify my Natural Gifts?
This Assessment & discernment process will assist you in identifying your Natural Gifts:
•
•
•

A Natural Gifts Assessment will be emailed or mailed to you. It will take you
about forty-five minutes to complete and then send it back to the Guide.
Participate in a one-to-one discernment process with a Dave, a Natural Gifts
Guide, that takes 100 minutes.
Receive a summary of your main 4 to 6 Natural Gifts out of 28 possibilities.

You can begin your process now for only $149.
•

Call Dave @ 604-488-9203 if you would like to book an Assessment or order a
Gift Certificate for a friend or loved one.

Dave Wali Waugh RPC is a Wholistic
Mentor and Psychotherapist & Natural
Gift Guide who has a deep passion for
helping people identify their Natural Gifts
for manifesting a more meaningful and
purposeful life.
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